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Abstract. The regular postsunsct ellJ.~ancernent of upward drift of the equa
torial F region is observed to be abnormally large on certain quiet days 
(Ap ~ 5) as manifested by an anomalous dl1sktime increase of F region 
height. We explored the origin of this extreme form of the quiet-time vari
ability of postsunset vertical drift fheight through case studies using data 
fro~ the iC;lnosonde and magnetome~eF networks in the Indian equator!al 
regIOn. It IS found that on the days wlth all unsually large'postsunset in

crease of F region height near the magnetic equator, the diurnal profile of 
the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) strength is severly distorted (with a shift, in 
some cases, of Sq(H) phase from the usual time interval, charactersitic of the 
abnormal quiet days) with enhanced EEJ conditions in the postnoon pe
riod (1300-1600 LT). This is accompanied, near the magnetic equator, by 
higher values of ,1,;" layer peak height (hpF2) and lower vaiues of peak elec
tron density (JOF2) in the early evening period (1600-1800 LT), compared 
with the monthly median/ quiet day mean values. These changes in EEJ 
and hpF2/jOF2 are c.onsi~tently seen in ~l eight .cas~s studied. It i~ stigges~ed 
that the Rel'turbations In plasma demntv distnbutIOn of equatorIal F regIOn 
increase the therrnospheric zonal wind and its local time gradient and the 
ratio of ilux-tube-integrated Pedersen conductivity of the F to E region. 
1;'hese modifications just prior to sunset of th~ propert~es of the equatc?-
nal t~ermosphere-ionosphere prompt an efficIent. F rE;glOn dynamo aC~IOn, 
resultmg in the observed abnorma.llv large dusktime IIicrease of F regIOn 
height. W 

1. Introduction 

The global atmospheric dynamo is the dominant, 
source of ionospheric electric fields at low latitudes dur
ing quiet geomagnetic conditions [e.g., Richmond et aI., 
1976]. The interaction between the zonal component of 
the dynamo-generated electric field and the north-south 
geomagnetic field leads to ExB drift. of Fregion plasma 
in the vicinity of the dip equator. The diurnal pattern 
of the electric field is such that the dip equatorial F 
re~ion drifts upward by day and downward by night, 
wIth a conspicuous enhancement of the daytime up
ward drift after sunset. before its reversal to downward 
direction [see Fejer, 1981]' The postsunset or prerever
sal enhancement is the dominant feature of the night
time pattern of F region vertical drift ( v. ), determin ed 
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with ground-based diagnostics like the VHF incoherent 
scatter rada.r [see Fe}er, 1981; 1991], HF Doppler radar 
[e.g., Sdstri et aZ., 1994], and HF ionosonde observa
tions of F region height [e.g., Batista et at., 1986j Goel 
et aI, 1990] as well as with satellite measurements [e.g., 
Fejer et aZ., 1995] . This feature is understood as being 
due to the F region dynamo mechanism which gains 
prominence at sunset when the E region conductivity 
rapidly decreases [e.g., Rishbethl 1971aj Heelis et al., 
1974j Farley et ai.; 1986; Batista et ai., 1986]. Recent 
work shows that the longitudinal (local time) gradient 
in thermospheric zonal wind acting in conjunction with 
that in E region flux-tube-integrated Pedersen conduc
tivity across the sunset termillator is primarily'respon
sible for the dusktime increase of F region upwaid drift 
in the vicinity of the magnetic equator [Crain et aL, 
1993a, b}. . 

One of the noteworthy features of the morphology of 
the postsunset enhancement of F region vertical drift 
is its marked day-to-day variability. Part of this vari;.. 
ability is due to geomagnetic-activity-associated pertur
bat.ions in equatorial ionospheric electric fields. These 
electric field. disturbances are known to arise through 
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mechanisms such as the prompt penetration to low 
latitudes of magnetospheric/high-latitude electric field 
variations associated with rapid and prominent changes 
in the Bz component of the interplanetary magnetic 
field (IMF), substorms and intensifications of symmet
ric/asymmetric ring current [see, for example, Fejer et 
at., 1991, and references therein; Sastn et at., 1992; 
Abdu et at., 1995], and the disturbance dynamo action 
[Blanc and Richmond, 1980; Fe.fer et £Ii., 1983; Fejer 
and Scherliess, 1995]. Significant day-to-day variabil
ity of postsunset upward drift, however, persists even 
during geomagnetically quiet periods [e;g., Fejer et ai., 
1991; Sastn et al., 1994]. The focus of this paper is 
on an extreme form of the quiet-time day-to-day vari
ability, namely, the occasional development of an ab
normally large postsunset enhancement of F region up
ward drift and hence its height. The objective is to ex
plore the origin of such unusual evening enhancements 
of upward drift as a step in the direction of eventua.lIy 
gaining, a comprehensive understanding of the quiet
time variability of dusktime equatorial F region vertical 
drifts. We present evidence here to show that an abnor
mally large uplift of the dusktime F region consist.E'ntly 
develops on quiet days with an abnormal development 
of the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) strength (and hence 
the zonal electric field that drives it) during the daytime 
and attendant changes in F region plasma density and 
height in the dip equatorial region. We advance the 
qualitative interpretation that the evidericed challg~s 
in the electric field and F region plasma density /height 
render the ambient thermosphetic zonal winds and flux
tube-integrated Pederseri conductivity distribution COll

?ucive to a very effective Fregion dynarno action, lead
mg to an abnormal enhancement of the height of the 
equatorial F region in the postsuns(t hours. 

Table 1. Details of Stations 

2. Observatiol1s and Discussion 

The present work is based on data from the ionosond 
and magnetometer networks in the Indian equatorial r: 
gion. The details of the network stations are given in 
rr:ab1e 1. Ca:reful s~rutiny of;the ionosonde data of the 
dlp . equa.torla.l stat,lon K~dalkana~ for the peri9d JUly 
1~57 to Dece~?er 1969 YIelded a <lata sample of 8 days 
wlth a COl1SPIClOusly large postsuIlset rise of F region 
height. :rhis e;xtreme form of tl~e q~iet-time variability 
of F reglOn helght may be seen m Flgure 1, wherein the 
temporal variation of the height of the bottomside F 
region, hi F for the evening-midnight interval is shown 
for the 8 events that became available for study. The 
development of an impulsively large height rise over Ko
daikanal during 1800-2000 LT on all 8 days is quite ob
vious from Figure 1. The deviation of the postsunset 
ma.ximum of hi F from the corr~sponding Interna.tional 
Quiet Day mean varies from 5~ t.o 11 i km (16 to 45%' in 
seven out of thf~ eight ca.ses >23%) on individual d~ys. 
The events studied here are thus noteworthy beca.use 
the departure from the mean is much higher than the 
normal variability of ionospheric characteristics of 10· 
15%. The same inference follows even if the monthly 
median pattern of hi F is Laken as a reference as may be 
seen from Figure 1. The events correspond to geomag· 
netic ally quiet days (Ap ~ 5) with some of them being 
the designated Interna.tional Quiet DHyS (IQb) of the 
respective months. They pertain to epochs of low solar 
activity with the monthly mean solar 10.7-cm flux in 
the range 72-93 flux units and daily values in the range 
71-102 flux units. A preferential occurrence of the a.b
normal postsunset height rise in northern winter and 
equinoctial mouths is a.pparent in t.ht' data sample of 

Geographic Coordinates 
Station 

Delhi 
Ahmedabad 
Bombay 
.Hyderabad. 
Madras 
Tlrucu:rapalll 
Kodaikanal 
Trivandrum 

Latitude 

Ionosonde Network 
2S.63°N 
23.00oN 
19.00oN 
17.35ON 
13.0SON 
lO.S2°N 
lO.23ON 

S.SSoN 

Magnetometer Network 
lS.63DN 
11.37°N 
lO,23°N 

S.S5°N 

Dip 
Longitude 

77.22°E 42.4°N 
72.60oE 34.00N 
72.830E 24.7°N 
7S.47°E 21.S0N 
SO.2S0E lO.SoN 
7S.70OE 4.SoN 
77.4SOE 3.SoN 
76.87°E O.6°N 

72.87°E 24.SON 
79.6SoE S.4°N 
77.4SoE 3.S0N 
76.87°E O.6°N 
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Fignre 1. Variation of the height. of the bot.tomside F region (h' F] at Kodaikanal (dip 3.5°N) 
during the evening-midnight period, illust.rating the occasional occurrence of abllonnally large 
posts unset height rise of the equatorial F' region on quiet days (curves with solid circles). The 
monthly median values (dashed curve) and the mean values of h' F for the International Quiet 
Days of the month are also shown for reference. Vertical bars represent the standard deviations 
of the mean values. Open circles indicate spread-F conditions. 

~his preliminary study. Examination of a much larger 
lOnosonde database is, however, necessary to ascertain 
the seasonal/solar cycle trends ill the occurrence of the 
u~usually large postsunset rise of the equatorial F re
g.lOn. It is interesting to note from Figure 1 that equato
~lal s~rea~-F (ESF) conditions followed the anomalous 
uskt.llue merease of F region height. on 7 out of the 8 

days In our sample. The occurrence of ESP conditions 
at rd" . 

\.0 alKanalls generally low at solar minimum [Saslri 
et al., 1975]. 

We have examined whether there are any distinct 
~nd repeatable (from event - to - event) chailges dur~ 
lUg d t' . . . aY.lme m the strength of the equatorial electro-
~~l (mdlcative of that. in. the. equatorial . zo~al elec~ric 

d) and resultant vanatIOns m the equatonal F regIOn 

plasma density and height, on the days wit.h an anoma
lous dusktime uplift of F region over Kodaikanal. The 
study is motivated by some known a.<>pects of the equa
torial electrodynamics. First, E x B vertical plasma 
drift due to the zonal electric field governs the daytime 
F region plasma density distribution in the dip equa
torial region [see Moffet, 1979; Anderso[l, 1981, and 
references therein; PreNe et al., 1994; Bo/wl and Bai
ley, 1995]. Modifications in F region plasma dellsity 
brought about by temporal changes in the zonal electric 
field may effect, through the ion-nelltral drag mecha
nism, the thermospheric zonal wind and its logitudinal 
gradient, which are impo~tant factors underlying the F 
region dynamo process. This is all the more the case be
cause the longitudinal gradient in E layer conductivity 
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across the sunset terminator is not expect.ed to present 
significant day-to-day variability. Sec;nd, recent stud
ies c.onsistently show a close relationship between the 
strength of the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) in 
the early evening hours (1600-1800 LT) and postsllnset 
generation of equatorial spread-F (ESF) irregularities, 
for which the dusktime enhancement of F layer verti
cal upward drift (i.e., elevated F layer) is a well··known 
prerequisite [Raghavarao et ai., 1988; Sl'idhan'm et ai" 
1994; Jayachandran et aZ" 1997]. 

We have made use of data from the magnetomet.er 
and ionosonde networks in the Indian sector for the 
purpose of assessing the changes in EEJ and F region 
plasma density and height of the equatorial F region 
(see Table 1 for details of stations). Out of the four 
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magnetometer stations, Trivandrnm and Kod 'k 
' I· ' 1 I . b 1 al anal, are Wlt un t 'W e ectroJet e t and Annarnala'ln ' 

1 f . \. agar IS at the nortH,ern rmge of t Ie belt" while Alibag is well 
outside the mfluence of the electrojet. Data fron th', 

k 'd I d '. 1 W networ' are WI e y use m studies of the ch'''' .'. 
EE"J d b 1 ' J J' .. ,.g~s III 
,< un er 'otll qUlet an· Jsturbed couditioll' [ 

!lastogi and Patel, 197?; Sastri, 19S1a, b, 1988]. ~~~ 
lOnosonde. n~tw?rk. sta:tlons cover the northern part of 
the equatorial lo.ll1Zatlon anornaly (EIA) region right 
from ~,l?e ma~netlc equator to ",:dl ~eyond t.he crest. 

In l' l~ur~ 2 arc shown the latitudinal profiles of t;H, 
the devlatWIl of the H-field from the nighttime b 
!evel, at specific d'7ytime. ho~rs on 4 of the 8 days st~~ 
led here (curves wlt.h sohd CIrcles). Tho local times are 
chosen mainly to bring out the departure of the diurnal 
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Figure 2. ~xamples of the dip angle variation of 6.H at specific hours on days with an abnormal 
postsunset mcrease of hi Fat Kod'k . 1 ." •• ' ) Tl ' al anal near tne magnetlc equator (curves With soltd cIrcles, 

,leh corres~ondmg mean profiles of .6H for the International Quiet Days of the month (curves 
Wlt open cIrcles) are also shown for ~ S· d . " 
f 1500 LT£ 11 d re erence. tan ard deViatIOns of the mean values are shown 
or . or a ays e.xcept October 28, 1964, for which t.hey are shown for WOO LT. 
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d loprnent of the strength nf t\t(' EE.l Oil the event te from the quiet-time patLNI1 of the month, which 
jsa~SO shown in the fip;ure for refNf',wl' (da""lwJ curveli 
'th open circles). Theoretkal ami grolilld-l)Hl">f~d mag-

\VI .,' t'i'} '1 neto;nete.r studH's Si"IQW tHat ',,,. III:LllI t':ils a.., a pos-
itive maximum in ~H ~t .the CI·IlI.('r~ or the dectrojet 
belt while 6.Z, the devla.tlOn of the Z • field from tbe 
nighttime base, assumes maXill1U11l negative (positive) 
values at the northern (southern) frillg~?S of the bdt [see 
Onwumechilli, 1967, and references thcr(~jnJ. The posi
tive maximum of ~H and the Df'gative/positive maxima 
of f:,Z grow and decay in amplitude during the course 
of the day as the electrojct current variC'S, primarily as 
the electron density in the E ff'gion varies with the solar 
zenith angle. Moreover, 011 normal quiet days the Sq(H) 
phase, i.e., the time of diurnal maxilllUlIl of II - field, ~t 
the dip equatorial stations mostly OCCUIS in the interval 
0930-1230 LT (in the interval 1030-1130 LT on 50 % of 
the days). It is only on ....., 7% of the quiet days that 
the maximum occurs outside the spedficd interval, and 
these are termed as the abnormal qlli(~L' days (AQD) 
[e.g., Last et al., 1976; Sastri and Attn'llly, 1978}. 

The normal buildup and decay of the dip equat.o
rial enhancement of ~H with a maximum around noon 
may clearly be seen in Lh~ OI('an pr:ofilf>s for: the Inter
national Quiet Days (IQD) ('If the month presented in 
Figure 2. In contrast, on thl! days wit Ii an ahnc.rrnal 
postsunset rise of the F rt.·gion OWl Kodaikanal, there 
is a significant departure of the local time Slattern of the 
dip equator enhancement of .6.n and hell<:t' of EEJ from 
the quiet-day pattern. The COUlmon feature noticeable 
on all 4 days present.ed ill Figure 2 is t.lll' OCCUrrE'ncp. of 
higher values of EEJ in the P!JStlIUOIl hours (l~~OO- 1600 
LT). This behavior is also Sf"cn on the 4 other days of 
our data sample but is not shown lH~re to avoid repeti
tion. Changes are a.lso seen in thE' diurnal pattern of ~Z 
at Annama.linagar (not shown here) that corroborate 
the p~rturbations seen in the EEJ (see, for example, 
Sastn, [1981a] for details of the .6.Z behavior 011 Febru-
a:y 14, 1966). In addition, on 3 out of the 8 days, the 
~lUrnal maximum of the H - field at the electrojet sta
tIOns occurred outside tbe normal intrr\'nl (If O!J:lO.1230 
LT; These days (Jallua.ry 31, t9t>:t, Dcc(~mbcr 3, 1962 
ana February 14, 1966) therefore bdonl!, to the AQD 
category. It has been shown earlier tha.t the occasional 
abnormal shift of Sq(H) phase a.t electrojet stations is 
due to perturbations in EEJ charecteristic of counter
electroje~ (complete or partial) conditions around the 
~~rmal tIme of the durnal maximum of the H - field, and 

( at enhanced EEJ conditions prevail either thereafter 
.around 1400 LT) or prior to (around 0800 LT) depend
lug on whether the shift. of Sq(U) phase is towards the 
~te~loon sec~or (P.M. AQD) or foren()C)n sector (A.M. 
Q ) [Sastrl, 1981a, bJ. TIH! results presented in Fig

~res 1 and 2 thus suggest a linkage bet.weeli the (~xt.rC1W~ 
~msofthe day-ta-day variability of the amplitude and 

;. asetf Sq(H) in the electrojct belt and the postsunset 
lse.o the equatorial F region. 

th Figure 3 shows the latitudinal profile.:! of foF2 during 
de:j~~.Y e~ell~~:g hours (1600-1800 LT) for the. 4 days 

lth In Flgure 2 (~urvef:i with solid circles). Also 

shown are the corresponding profiles of monthly median 
values of foF2 (dashed curves) as well as mean values of 
foFz at 1800 LT for the International Quiet Da.ys (IQD) 
of the month (for stations with adequate data cover
age). It is well known that the diurnal pattern of devel
opment and decay of the equatorial ionization anomaly 
(EIA), characterized by crests on either side of the dip 
equator and a trough centered on it in the latitudinal 
profiles of foF2 , depends 011 the phase of solar cycle. 
For example, during equinoxes at solar minimum, EIA 
forms at 0900 LT and attains maximum development 
(when either the depth of the anomaly or the latitudinal 
separation of the two crests is maximum) at 1600 LT, 
followed by decay and eventual disappearance by 2100 
LT. The diurnal manifestation of ErA also exhibits sea
sonal dependence at any epoch of the solar cycle. The· 
latitudinal profiles of the monthly media;n foF2 in Fig
ure 3 clearly show a well-developed EIA at 1600 LT with 
the northern crest around 201) dip and its gra.dual de
cay thereafter, as can be expected. The beha.vior of ErA 
on days with an a.nomalously large posts unset uplift of 
the F region over kodaikanal differs from this pattern 
on two counts: (1) There is a significant reduction in 
foF2 close to the dip equator,. i.e., in the trough region 
of EIA during 1600-1800 LT and (2) the crest of the 
EIA is seen at higher latitudes (January 31, 1962 and 
November 21,1963) and/or the depth of the EIA (ratio 
of foF2 at crest to that in the trough region) is higher 
(February 14, 1966). Both of these features represent 
an intensification ofElA during the early evening hours 
on the days with an abnorma.l postsullset uplift of F re
gion over Kodaikanal. It is established that EIA owes 
its existence to the fountain mechanism wherein plasma 
lifted up around the dip equator by ExB vertical drift 
diffuses downward along the magnetic field lines under 
t.he intlunece of gravity and pressure gradient forces, 
leading to a trough oi ionization centered on the dip 
equator and crests on either side of it [see Moffet, 1979; 
Anderson, 1981; Preble ct aZ., 1994; Balan an.d Bailey, 
1995, and references therein]. EIA responds to changes 
in EEJ (zonal electric field) with a delay (-2 hours) 
because of the finite time taken for the plasma to get 
transferred from the equatorial F region to higher al
titudes and latitudes. The delayed occurrence of the 
changes in EIA (early evening hours) with reference to 
those in EEJ (postnoon hours) on t.he event days (see 
Figures 2 and 3) is thus in conformity with the current 
understanding of ErA. 

The height of the daytime F region III the vicinity of 
the magnetic equator is sensitive to vertical plasma drift 
due to the zonal electric field. Therefore there ought 
to be marked pert.urbations in F region height over 
Kodaikanal on the days with an abnormal postsunset 
height rise there because of the changes in EEJ. These 
height perturbations are to be seen in the height of peak 
electron density of the F2 layer (hp F2 ) and not in h' F. 
This is because h' F is not. sensitive to plasma transport 
processes during the daytime. Over this portion of the 
diurnal cycle, the vertical drift-related changes in h 'F 
will, in general, be obscured by ionization production 
by solar radiation, and the rate of chil.nge of elect.ron 
density in the altitude range 200-300 km due to chern-
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Figure 3. Dip angle variation of foF2 in .the Indian equatorial region at specific hours in the 
d~ytime, corresponding to the days of Figure 2 (curves with solid circles). The monthly median 
profiles of foP'), are shown for reference. The mea.n values of foF2 at 1800 LT for the International 
Quiet Days of the month are also shown, along with the standard deviations (for stations with 
adequate data,). 

ical loss tends to be greater than that due to vertical 
drift-induced change. Figure 4 preHents the variation of 
hpF2 at Kodaikanal over the interval 0600-2100 LT for 
the 4 days corresponding to Figure 2 (curves with solid 
circles) along with the mean hpF2 for t.he Tnternatic.nal 
Quiet Days of the month. It is clear from Figure 4 that 
hpF2 is indeed higher over the period 1300-1700 L'1' on 
the event days, in comparison with the mean values for 
quiet days. The response of hpF2 to the forenoon (re
duction) and afternoon (enhancement) changes in the 
zonal electric Held (EEJ) is prominently seen on Febru
ary 14, 1966 (see Sastri (1981a, 1982] for further dis
cussion of this event from the viewpoint of AQD phe
nomenon and its effects on the Fregion). The variation 
of hpF2 at Kodaikanal is thus consistent with the ex-

peded effect of the inferred changes in EEJ and ~en~e 
vertical plasma drift on Ji'region plasma densi~y dIstri
bution close to the dip equator. It is worth notmg fro.m 
Figure 4 that the conspicuously la.rge postsunset uplIft 
of the F region over Kodaikana.l on the event d~ys man .. 
ifests not only in h' F (see Figure 1) Lut, also III hp,h 
supporting Lhe view that it is due to enhanced vertIcal 
plasma drift. 

The cause-effect relationship between the perturba
tions ill EEJ and plasma density/height of the equa
torial F region in the noon-sunset period and the de
velopment of an abnormally large postsUllset P, layer 
height rise near the magnetic equator eYidellC~d l~ tl~e 
present study may be explained as follows. It IS wld.e y 
accepted that the postsunset enhancement of F regIon 
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Figure 4. Variation of height of F region peak density (hpF2) at Kodaikanal over the interval 
0600-2100 LT corresponding to the days shownin Figure 2 (curves with solid circles). The mean 
patteni of hp F2 for the Int.ernational Quiet Days of the month is also shown for reference. Vertical 
bars represent standard deviations of mean values. 

upward drift is baSically due to t.he contribution of elec
tric fields due to P region dynamo action [e.g., Rishbeth, 
1971a; Heelis et aI., 1974; Farley et aZ., 1986; Bati.sid 
et al., 1986; Crllin et al., 1993 a, b]. The main 111-

gredients of F region dynamo action are thermsopheric 
zonal wind and. its longitudinal (lbcal time) gradient 
and the longitudinal gradient in flux-tube-integrated E 
region Pedersen conductivity across the sunset termina
tor. The latter, which depends on the aligument of the 
sunset terminator with the magnetic meridian, is not 
e~pected to undergo any significant day-to-day varia
tlOllS. It may, however, vary with season in any given 
longitude sector, leading to seasonal differences in the 
posts unset enhancement of F layer vertical drift a.nd 
related phenomelia like generation of ESF irregularities 
[e.g., TsuTioda, 1985]. The postsuneset enhancemen.t of 
F layer upward drift is known to exhibit a positive de
pe~dence on sola.r 10.7-cm flux, FW.7 [e.g., F'tjet rt al., 
~9.f)1; Ramesh and Sastr'i, 1995; Sastri, 1996). However, 
it IS unlikely that day-to-day variations in solar flux are 
responsible for the 'occasional anomalous development 
of the postsunset height rise observed at Kodaikanal. 
The variation in FlO .7 values on the event days with 
reference to monthly mean values is 5 10% in our data 
sample. On. the basis of the relationship between the 
postsunset peak of F region vertical drift ( VZ ))) at. I<o-

daikanal and }\O.7 [Ramesh and Sastr'i, 1995; Sastri, 
1996], we can expect a corresponding variabilij;y of ",,8% 
in Vzp in local winter and equinoctial months, relevant 
to present work (quantitative expressions for the de
pendence of dusktime F region height at Kodaikanal 
on FlO .7 are not available). It is therefore not unrea
sonable to attribute the anamously large dusktime rise 
of the F region over Kodaikanal to thermospheric zonal 
wind variability. 

The thermospheric zonal winds due to solar forcing 
(high-latitude forcing due to auroral sources can be ne
glected because the events studied here belong to quiet 
days with Ap :5 5) are westward by day and ea.st.ward 
by night, with the reversal in direction at ",1600 LT 
[Herre1'O and Mayr, 1986]. The early evening (1600-
1800 LT) is thus a period of large local time gradient.s 
in zonal winds. 'The zonal wind system at equatorial 
latitudes can effectively be modulated by the spatial 
distribution of F region plasrha density (EIA) and its 
temporal variations through ion-neutral drag, which is 
resistive force in thermopsheric dynamics. Examples 
of this physical situation are: (1) the postsunset in
crease of eastward winds with a maximum around 2100 
LT, which is generally understood as partly due to a 
decrease in ion-neutral drag associated with the post
sunset uplift of the equatorial F layer [e.g., Rishbeth, 
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1971b; Heelis et at., 1974; Anderson and Roble, 1?71l 
and (2) the recently found anomalous a.nd symbIOtIc 
latitudinal variations in neutral gas temperature, zonal 
winds and electron density in the equatorial upper at
mosphere, termed ETWA, which has been explained in 
terms of the effect, through ion-neutral drag, of EIA on 
zonal winds, which, in turn, influence the energy trans
port and hence the neutral temperature [Raghavan:zo 
.et aZ., 1991]' We interpret the early evening changes Hl 

EIA, p~rticularly in hpF2 and foF2 at Kodaikanal on the 
event days as responsible for the anomalous postsunset 
uplift of the F region over Kodaikanal. The decrea.~e in 
foF2 and increase in hpF2 (both are related and repre
sent strengthening of the fountain process) reduce the 
drag on neutrals and enhance the zonal wind fwd its 
local time gradient just prior to sunset. The strength
ening of the plasma fountain will, in addition, enhance 
the ratio of tlux-tube-integrated Pedersen conductivity 
of the F to E region, in view of the increased plasma 
content along the flux tube;; with high apex altitudes 
over the magnetic equator [Crain et aI., 1993a]. Both of 
these changes in the properties of the equatorial upper 
atmosphere constitute favorable conditions for a very 
efficient F region dynamo action, which is necessary 
to produce the observed abnormally large postsunset 
rise of equatorial F region on certain quiet. days. Direct 
and simultaneous measurements of thermospheric zonal 
wind and F region vertical drift in the evening equato
rial upp~r atmosphere are required to confirm the pro
posed origin of one of the extreme forms of quiet-time 

variability of dusktime F region vertical drift Ilear the 
magnetic equator that is studied here. 

Conclusions 

l.Distinct and significant perturbations in the 
strength of the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) and equa
torial F region plasma distribution are shown to pre
cede the occasional abnormally large postsunset rise of 
the F layer near the magnetic equator that is observed 
in northern winter and equinoctial months of low solar 
activity. 

2.The perturbations are characterized by postnoon 
enhancements of EEJ (zonal electric field) and at
tendant early evening changes in EIA. The observed 
changes in the F region plasma density distribution are 
interpreted as leading to modifications of the thermo
spheric zonal winds and flux-tube-integrated Pedersen 
conductivity distribution favorable for a very effective 
F region dynamo to operate, resulting in the observed 
anomalously large postsunset uplift of F region close to 
dip equator. 

3.The present study strengthens the view that 
the postsunset behavior of equatorial ionosphere is 
sometimes predetermined by the properties of the 
thermosphere-ionosphere system in the early evening 
hours. 
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